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Abstract� In this paper, we present our work on fuzzy
modeling, and in particular an approach based on the inte-
gration of the uncertain theories in the formalism of multi-
modeling and simulation with discrete events DEVS. The
goal of this approach is to help the expert of a �eld to spec-
ify in a simple way the behavior of a complex system with
parameters badly de�ned, fuzzy, etc. This approach can be
employed in multiple �elds, an application to the study of
the �res forest propagation is presented in order to validate
the models.

I. Introduction
The study of the complex phenomena, like the natural

systems, can be facilitated by the use of modeling and sim-
ulation formalisms which reduce the complexity of the sys-
tem to the analysis of the most important parts. The mod-
eling of natural systems generates the treatment and the
analyze of information and variables for which the values
are often vague, dubious, badly de�nite, etc. The tradi-
tional approach consists in approximating the values of the
fuzzy variables, which can generate, during the simulation,
erroneous results.

In order to allow the simpli�cation and the study of such
systems as well as the taking into account of these fuzzy
data, we propose to de�ne an approach linking the work of
professor Zeigler [1] on modeling and simulation in discrete
events (DEVS), and �the uncertain theories� introduced by
professor L.A Zadeh [2].

The modeling and simulation DEVS formalism (Discrete
EVent system Speci�cation) has been developed for more
than thirty years by a scienti�c community [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8]. This work is integrated in the development of an
approach making it possible to facilitate the phases of mod-
eling, simulation and validation, at the time of the study of
complex systems. This approach rests on the development
of a software architecture making it possible on one hand
to use the same environment of multi-modeling to analyze
di�erent systems or �elds, and on the other hand, to imple-
ment techniques of generic simulation in order to be able
to simulate the corresponding models.

There are many couplings between the modeling and the
treatment of the uncertain [5], [4], [9], but none is appropri-
ate to us perfectly. All the methods making it possible to
represent, handle, and exploit fuzzy data, like fuzzy logic
or the fuzzy set theory introduces by L.A. Zadeh [10], or
the fuzzy arithmetic and the vertex method of professor D.
Dubois [11], [12], etc., are gathered under the name �treat-
ment of the uncertain� or �uncertain theories�.

In this paper our generic approach is applied to the study
of the propagation of forest �res.
The �rst two parts of this article deal with the basic

concepts of our work, fuzzy logic and DEVS formalism. In
the third part we describe our method of modeling, �nally
before concluding we present an example of application and
the obtained results.

II. Fuzzy logic
Within the framework of traditional logic, a proposal is

either true, or false, or unspeci�ed. However, human rea-
soning often uses some confuse knowledge and some imper-
fect data.
Fuzzy logic [13] was established with an aim of treating

the inaccuracy and the uncertainty of the data. For a given
information element, the inaccuracy concerns the value and
the uncertain is related to its truth. Fuzzy logic, or more
generally the treatment of inaccuracy, has, as an aim of
study, the representation of uncertain knowledge and the
approximate reasoning.
Many tools or methods were developed in this direction,

like the fuzzy sets theory [10], the extension principle [10],
the fuzzy arithmetic or the vertex method [12]...

A. The fuzzy sets theory
Fuzzy logic is based on the mathematique concept of

fuzzy sets. The de�nition of a fuzzy set meets the need to
represent inaccuracy or uncertain knowledge [11]. These
data are fuzzy, either because they are expressed in natural
language by an observer which gives few precision or which
is not very reliable, or because they are obtained using
observation instruments which produce errors or which are
not very precise. The concept of fuzzy set makes it possible
to treat:
• of some categories in badly boundaries de�nite;
• of the intermediate situations between the whole and
nothing;
• the progressive passage of a property to another;
• of the approximate values;
• of the classes by avoiding the arbitrary use of rigid limits.
The concept of fuzzy set constitutes an easing of the one
of a given subset.

A.1 De�nition
In a reference set X, a fuzzy set of this reference is char-

acterized by a membership function λ of X in the interval



of the crisp number [0, 1] [10]. This function is the ex-
tension of the characteristic function of a traditional set.
The purpose of the concept of fuzzy set is to authorize an
element to, belong more or less strongly, to a class.

A fuzzy set Ã on the �eld of variation X of x is de�ned
by the triplet: (Ã, ã, µÃ), where:
• Ã is a subset of X;
• ã, a linguistic label, characterizing qualitatively part of
the values of X;
• λÃ, the function x of X x ∈ X → µÃ(x) ∈ [0; 1], which
gives the degree of membership of an observation of X to
fuzzy set Ã.

Fig. 1. Membership function example

A.2 Extension principle
The extension principle (eq.1), proposed originally by

Pr. L.A. Zadeh [10], is one of the fundamental tools of
the theory of the fuzzy sets. It makes it possible to extend
traditional functional relations to fuzzy quantities. Let F
be an application from a universeX to a universe Y . Where
A is a de�nite fuzzy subset of X. The principle of extension
stipulates that the image by F of A, F (A), is a fuzzy subset
of Y which membership function membership is de�ned by:

fB(y) = sup(x=x1,...xr)∈X|y=f(X))×min(fA1(x1), ...fAr (xr))
(1)

The extention principle allows to obtain the image of
fuzzy sets by a function.

A.3 Fuzzy arithmetic
A fuzzy number (�g.1 and 2), as Dubois and Prade de-

�ned it in [11], is a fuzzy interval at compact support
having only one modal value. To make it simplier and
more e�ective their handling, certain classes of numbers
and fuzzy intervals were de�ned using a parametrical rep-
resentation known as L− R. We take other two functions
of form, L (left) and R (right), of R+ in [0, 1], symmetri-
cal, not decreasing on [0,+∞[; such as: L(0) = R(0) = 1,
L(1) = R(1) = 0 where L(x) > 0 ∀x with limx→∞L(x) = 0
and R(x) > 0∀x with limx→∞R(x) = 0.
They are noted :

µA(x) =





L(a−x
α ) if x ≤ a

1 if a < x < b
R(x−b

β ) if x ≥ b
for A = [a, b, α, β] (�g.1).

There are many methods for handling of such numbers,
presented in [14] in particular the Vertex method [12]. A
vertex is a function to [0; 1] in R which enables to model a
bound of the fuzzy interval.

Fig. 2. Fuzzy interval example de�ned by [A−, A+] with (a=b)

For the L − R fuzzy intervals type: A and B two fuzzy
intervals de�ned by [A−, A+] and [B−, B+] (see �g.2). A+

representing the equation of the half-line (B, beta) de�ned
by equation : A+(λ) = β − λ × (β − b). A− representing
the equation of the half-line (alpha,A) de�ned by equation
A−(λ) = λ× (m− α) + α.
From that, to carry out operations between intervals,

it is enough to add, withdraw, multiply and divide the
equations of A and B between them.
• A+B = [A+ +B+, A− +B−]
• A−B = [A− −B+, A+ −B−]
� A × B = [min(A− × B−, A+ × B−, A− × B+, A+ ×
B+),max(A− ×B−, A+ ×B−, A− ×B+, A+ ×B+)]

B. Fuzzy modeling
Fuzzy modeling, i.e. the design of fuzzy systems, is a dif-

�cult task, requiring the identi�cation of many parameters.
According to the Pr. L.A. Zadeh: �fuzzy modeling provides
approximate but e�cient means to describe the behaviour
of the systems which are too complex or too badly de�ned
to admit the use of a precise mathematical analysis�.
One of the most important problems in fuzzy modeling

is the problem of dimension i.e. that the computing condi-
tions develop exponentially with the number of variables.
However for systems such as the propagation of forest �res,
where many parameters di�cult to de�ne enter into ac-
count, fuzzy modeling proves to be relatively interesting.

III. Discrete event modeling: DEVS
Modeling can be de�ned like an operation by which the

model of a phenomenon is established, its setting in equa-
tion, in order to have of it a simpli�ed representation, in-
terpretable and which can be simulated.
Since the 1970's, formal work have been undertaken to

develop the theoretical bases of discrete events modeling
and simulation.
DEVS (Discrete EVent system Speci�cation) [15] makes

it possible to the modeling specialist to be completely ab-
stracted from the creation of the simulators implementing
the model system. DEVS Simulation is based on the taking
into account of events and not on a progression according
to time.

A. DEVS modeling principle
DEVS formalism can be de�ned like a universal and gen-

eral methodology which provides tools to model and simu-
late systems whose behaviour is based on events. It is based
on the systems theory, the concept of component and al-
lows the speci�cation of discrete events complex systems in
a modular and hierarchical form. Nevertheless DEVS must



be adapted and extended when it is replaced in the speci�c
context of applicability �eld.

DEVS [15] is based on the de�nition of two types of
components: atomic components or atomic model and the
composition model or coupled model.

Fig. 3. Behaviour of an atomic model

A.1 Atomic model
The atomic model (AM, �g.3, eq.2) provides an au-

tonomous description of the behaviour of the system, de-
�ned by states, by input/output functions, and by inter-
nal/external transitions functions of the component. It is
characterized by:

AM =< X,Y, S, ta, δint, δext, λ > (2)
with :

• X the input ports set, through which external events are
received;
• Y the output ports set, through which external events
are sent;
• Sthe states set of the system;
• ta: S → R+ the time advance function;
• δint : S → S the internal transition function;
• δext: Q×X → S the external transition function, with :
� Q = {(s, e)|s ∈ S, 0 ≤ e ≤ ta(s)} state set;
� e = the time passed since the last transition;
• λ : S → Y the output function.

A.2 Coupled model
The coupled model (eq.3) is a composition of atomic

models and/or coupled models. It is modular and presents
a hierarchical structure, which allows the creation of com-
plex models from basic models. It is described in the form:

CM =< X,Y,C,EIC,EOC, IC,L > (3)
with :
• X the input ports set;
• Y the output ports set;
• C the set of all component models;
• EIC the external input coupling relation which connects
the input ports of the coupled model to one or more of the
input ports of its internal components;
• EOC the external output coupling relation which con-
nects the output ports of the internal components to the
output ports of the coupled model;

• IC the internal coupling relation which connects the out-
put ports of the internal components to the input ports of
other components;
• L the list of priorities between components.
In DEVS each component is independent and can be re-
garded as a whole entity with of the system, or as the
component of a larger system. It is shown in [15], [7] that
DEVS formalism is closed under coupling, i.e. that for each
atomic or coupled DEVS model, it is possible to build an
equivalent DEVS atomic model.
There are many environments which integrate DEVS

methodology; we chose to work with the PowerDEVS en-
vironment [16]. PowerDEVS is a tool for the modeling
and the simulation of hybrid systems, free, including GCC
compiler of GNU. It allows to de�ne its own models and
libraries and provides a graphic interface for the design and
simulation models. The simulation processes of DEVS are
presented in [15], [7].

B. DEVS extensions

DEVS was developed for the study of electronic sys-
tems; its use in many other �elds leads to the development
of many extensions. We can quote DSDE [17] and dyn-
DEVS [18] for the dynamic systems. The dynamic systems
have a structure which can evolve in time...
fuzzy-DEVS [4] is a �rst extension of DEVS which tries

to take into account fuzzy data. The fuzzy-DEVS formal-
ism introduced by Y. Kwon into [4] is derived from DEVS
formalism while preserving its semantics, a part of its con-
cepts and its modularity. It is based on fuzzy logic, the
�Max-Min� rule and the methods of fuzzy�cation and de-
fuzzy�cation. The fuzzy atomic model, of fuzzy-DEVS,
contrary to DEVS atomic model, is not determinist, i.e. it
does not answer the two following conditions:
1. The internal transition function is launched (δint(st) =
st+1) when the lifespan of the state is passed (ta = 0)
and the external transition function (δext(st, Xt) = st+1)
is carried out when an external event is received before time
is passed.
2. The output function (λ(st) = Yt) is launched when the
lifespan of a state is �nished (ta = 0).
In fuzzy-DEVS the following state (S ← St+1 is not deter-
mined with δint and δext but with the rule �Max-Min� [4].
The various possibilities of input, output and state update
are represented by matrices and the evolution of the model
by possibilities trees [4]. The algorithms which generate
all the possible trajectories are not very e�ective and are
always in research phase.
This approach does not appear completely coherent to

us with DEVS formalism. A fuzzy-DEVS model does not
have the property of closing under coupling de�ned in the
DEVS formalism [15], [7]. Moreover to allow simulation the
fuzzy parameters must be transformed into crisp parame-
ters (defuzzy�cation), and �nally to be able to exploit the
output data, those are again transformed into fuzzy data
(fuzzy�cation).



IV. Discrete event methodology of fuzzy
modeling

We saw that fuzzy logic, as well as modeling and simula-
tion formalism, could be an important tool for the study of
natural phenomena. Their association could be bene�cial
in this way. The goal of this part is to present our method
of modeling based on fuzzy logic and DEVS, as well as the
tools developed to allow this association.

For its modeling part DEVS formalism is based on two
types of elements: the atomic and coupled model. As we
saw in the �rst part, these elements have of input ports,
output ports and variables. The exchange of the data is
established through the di�erent ports of a model, thanks
to two types of fundamental events: external events and
internal events:
• An external event expected at the date t represents a
modi�cation of the value of one or more input ports be-
longing to a given element M . This has as a consequence
a modi�cation of the variables of M , at the date t;
• An internal event expected at the date t, represents a
modi�cation of the variables of M , without any external
event intervening. Moreover, the arrival of an internal
event causes, at the moment t, a change of value on one or
more output ports of the model M .
A DEVS event is characterised by the formula: Eevent =
(time, port, value).
The �rst �eld represents the time of occurrence of the

event, the second indicates the port on which the event
intervenes, and the third symbolizes the value of the event.

In DEVS an event takes place at a given time, and modi-
�es the state (the value) of only one variable. As we already
saw it, DEVS formalism does not allow the taking into ac-
count of fuzzy data. This one passes by an evolution in
the de�nition of the DEVS events, which are at the base of
simulation.

A. Fuzzy events treatment
For the events there can be two types of fuzzy param-

eters, time and/or value. For the values, whatever their
form is, interval or real, they are de�ned like an object
of the FuzzyInterval type with [a, b, α, β] (�g.1), and the
methods of classes make it possible to handle them. On
the level of time it is problematic. An event is sent and
placed in the simulation schedule on a given date; if we
don't know this date the event cannot take place and thus
be taken into account. Such events are not treated yet with
our method. We work at the present time on the events
with fuzzy value. Afterwards our method will be enriched
by techniques of fuzzy simulation which should make it
possible to treat these parameters.

Another method can be used; it consists in transforming
the fuzzy on the dates in fuzzy on the values.

For example, for the proposal: �a �re traverses 2 kilo-
meters in an interval from 40 to 60 minutes�, thanks to
a transfer �eld function de�ned by an expert, it can be
transformed into:
1. At the least the �re courses 2 km in 60 minutes, therefore
in 50 it would have traversed 1,6 km of them;

2. At the most thee �re courses 2 km in 40 minutes, there-
fore in 50 it would have traversed 2,5 km of them.
3. At the end our data has this form: �in 50 minutes �re
can traverse between 1,6 and 2,5 km�.
That brings us to treat a fuzzy on a value.

B. Fuzzy atomic model
Our fuzzy atomic model (eq.4) presented in [19] the same

form as a standard DEVS atomic model but the values
of the state variables (S̃), the life span of the state (t̃a)
and the input output variable (X̃, Ỹ ) can be fuzzy, it is
there one of the forces of our approach. It thus preserves
all its properties. A fuzzy atomic model can be regarded
as an interval of fuzzy data which includes an interval of
real data representing the DEVS atomic model. A fuzzy
model is a generalization of a standard model ˜(AMfuzzy ⊂
AMDEV S).
Fuzzy atomic model example:

˜AM :< X̃, Ỹ , S̃, t̃a, δ̃int, δ̃ext, λ̃ > (4)

with:
• X̃ : {fI1, fI2} : the input ports, receive the fuzzy inter-
vals;
• Ỹ : {fIR} : the output port, send the result of the oper-
ation φ
• S̃ : {Status, σ,R} or:
� Status: the status of the model, {ACTIV E/INACTIV E},

initialy the status is INACTIV E;
� σ is a lifespan of a state;
� R : the result of the operation φ;
• t̃a(S) :→ return(σ)

• δ̃ext :





Status← ACTIV E
σ ← 0

R← fI1φfI2

with φ = {+,−,×, \}

• δ̃int :
{
Status← INACTIV E
σ ← INFINITY

• λ̃ :→ send(R)

C. Data handling
We chose to treat all the data in the form of interval of

the L−R type [a, b, α, beat] (�g.1) with α the lower limit of
the interval, β the higher limit and a, b the most possible
values.
From each interval we can de�ne two functions:

1. f+(λ) = α+ (a− α)× λ with λ ∈ [0, 1];
2. f−(λ) = β − (β − b)× λ.
For example to model the information: �the wind blows

at 20km per hour at more or less 10%�.
Speed of the wind = [a← 20, b← 20, α← 18, β ← 22].
This method also makes it possible to de�ne an integer

Ifvalue = 4 in the form [a← 4, b← 4, α← 4, β ← 4].
Once having modelled the data it is necessary to be able

to handle those using operations. For that we based our-
selves on the work of the Pr. Dubois [12], presented in the
second part. Among all the methods which allow the han-
dling of fuzzy data, this one appears to us to be the most



Algorithm 1 Fuzzy Interval class
classFuzzyInterval{
int λ ∈ [0, 1]
�oat a,b
�oat α, β
function left(λ) = λ × (a − α) + α = ψ × (λ − 1) + a for
α = a− ψ
function right(λ) = β − λ × (β − b) = π × (1 − λ) + b for
β = b+ π
FuzzyInterval operator ∗ (FuzzyInterval)
FuzzyInterval operator = (FuzzyInterval)
FuzzyInterval operator + (FuzzyInterval)
}

optimized and the most �exible. This method was inte-
grated in a library to allow the de�nition and the handling
of objects of the interval fuzzy type (example algorithm 1).

The FuzzyInterval class implemented in C++ was inte-
grated into the PowerDEVS [16] environment as a library.
A �rst application example is given in [14].

Our method has several interests, at �rst, it makes it
possible to extend the applicability �elds of DEVS formal-
ism to the systems at badly de�nite parameters; then the
use of the tools related of the fuzzy logic makes it possible
to build new types of models with the possibility of de�ning
as fuzzy the the events (time and value) and the parame-
ters of the model (X̃, Ỹ , S̃, t̃a, δ̃int, δ̃ext, λ̃), by using known
data under the name of linguistic data. This type of data,
very near to the mode of human representation, is adapted
to the dialogue with the experts of a �eld. Moreover, we do
not use fuzzy�cation and defuzzy�cation functions for the
modeling part because the data result directly from the do-
main specialists. For the simulation part they can be used
to transform an uncertainty over a time, but we currently
work on an fuzzy ranking algorithm to cure this problem.

Initially and in order to be validated, our method was
applied to solve fuzzy �rst order di�erential equations [14].
The following part presents another application, the study
of the forest �res propagation.

V. Fire spreading application
There are several methods for the study of the �res prop-

agation. Some get busy to describe in a more or less
pointed way all the mechanisms implemented using physi-
cal or mathematical equations [20], [21], [22]. Others closer
to reasoning on a land scale consider than a great number
of parameters can not be taken into account.

Our laboratory accentuated its work on two aspects: the
�ght and the prevention, in these two �elds of the tools of
decision aid are essential.

In front of the extent of work, it is necessary to make
the bet of the e�ectiveness of the committed actions. That
implies to permanently adjust the strategy of prevention
and �ght according to the means available. Accordingly
and in order to tally with realities of land we began a work
in collaboration with the Departmental Service of Fire and

help from High-Corsican (SDIS). Several tracks of work
emerged from this collaboration; those remain very close
to their needs and concerns.

A. Problems
One of the problems proposed by the SDIS is the need for

quickly envisaging the possible �re evolutions, in order to
set up a �ght adequate policy. This one must take account
of several requirements: the accessibility of the land, provi-
sion and use on site of the material or the men, method of
intervention H-B-E for man-building-environment. They
deal with initially the men then the dwellings and �nally
the vegetation.
Initially, to meet their needs, we directed our work to-

wards the de�nition of a propagation model of on a land
scale. The �rst stage was the identi�cation of the parame-
ters.

B. Parameters identi�cation
We identi�ed three groups of parameters to be taken into

account, the vegetation, the topology of the land and the
weather. These groups can be divided into several under
parts, with:
• for the weather, the wind: power and direction, and the
moisture of the air;
• for the vegetation: type, density, height, moisture, in-
�ammability;
• and for the topology of the land: the slope and con�gu-
ration.
By assumption, and following the various discussions with
the �remen who use like approximate speed of propaga-
tion three percent the speed of the wind, we consider that
on a land scale only the wind has a true in�uence on the
propagation.

Fig. 4. powerDEVS model

C. Simple model
Our propagation model is based on several assumptions.

• The propagation velocity is regarded as constant between
two events. For its calculation, we suppose that it is more
or less equal to 3% (prC algo.2) of the speed of the wind,
and the width and the height of the front of �ame are not
taken into account.
• The front of �ame is schematized by a line. To repre-
sent its evolution, we calculate the coordinates of the point



of intersection between the middle of this line and a per-
pendicular segment representing the direction of the wind.
The front of �ame evolves according to the direction of the
wind.
• The vegetation and the topology of the land are rep-
resented by a coe�cient �xed at 1, which in�uences the
propagation velocity.
The model of the �gure 4 is a PowerDEVS coupled model
which implements our propagation model. The model (1)
(�g.4) is a coupled model with 5 outputs, which generates
the parameters of the land: coordinates (x, y) of the point
representing the front of �ame, coe�cient of vegetation,
power and direction of the wind. The models (2) and (3)
(�g.4) allow printing in a csv �le the output parameters
of the models (1) and (4). The model (4) describes our
spreading model and calculates the distance covered by �re.

The model (4) takes in input (eq.5) the parameters of
the model (1) (�g.4):

Xinput = {double CX , CY , V egecoef ,Wpwr,Wdir} (5)

At the reception of an input, it updates its state (eq.6)
variables by launching the function of external transition
δext (algo.2).

S = {double Coor[x, y], V egecoef ,Wind[pwr, dir]} (6)

The external transition function δext put also the lifespan
of the state at (ta = 0), which, according to the DEVS
method, launch the internal transition function δint and
the output function λ.

Algorithm 2 δext : External transition function
function δext(CX , CY , V egecoef ,Wpwr,Wdir){
Coor[x]← CX ;
Coor[y]← CY ;
Wind[pwr]←Wpwr ;
Wind[dir]←Wdir ;
V egeCoef ← V egecoef ;
ta = 0;}

The internal transition function δint (algo.3) calculates
the new coordinates Coor[x, y] and launches the output
function λ, which sends the coordinates Coor[x, y] towards
the model (3) (�g.4). The results of simulation are presen-
ted in the table I.

Algorithm 3 δint : internal transition function
function δint(){
double prC ← 0.03 ; // 3%
double angle← Π/180 ; // angle in degree
double distance← time×Wind[pwr]× prC × V egeCoef ;
Coor[x]← Coor[x] + distance× cos(Wind[dir]× angle) ;
Coor[y]← Coor[y] + distance× sin(Windt[dir]× angle) ;
ta = time; // time before a new update}

D. Fuzzy model
The fuzzy model has the same behaviour as the simple

model. The only changes which are brought are the type
of the treated data.

S̃ =





FuzzyInterval CoorX , CoorY
FuzzyInterval WindPwr,Winddir

FuzzyInterval V egecoef ,



 (7)

The simple model uses double whereas the fuzzy model uses
objects of the FuzzyInterval type (see eq.7 and algo.4).

Algorithm 4 δ̃int : fuzzy internal transition function
function δ̃int(){
FuzzyInterval prC ← [0.03, 0.03, 0.026, 0.034] ; // 3%
double angle← Π/180 ; // angle in degree
FuzzyInterval distance ;
distance←Windpwr × prC × V egeCoef × time
CoorX ← CoorX + distance× cos(Winddir × angle) ;
CoorY ← CoorY + distance× sin(Winddir × angle) ;
ta = time; // time before a new update}

To make it possible to carry out the various types of
operations it was necessary, in the FuzzyInterval class, to
overload a great number of operators such as +,−,×,÷,=
, ... (see algo.1).
A problem remains all the same on the level of the an-

gles (�g.4). We did not overload the functions sin() and
cos() of the library �math.h�, and thus we could not de�ne
a fuzzy propagation direction.
The results of the simulation of this model, with like

fuzzy parameter the vegetation coe�cient, the power wind
and prC (algo.2) the approximate speed of propagation,
are presented in the table II.

Time V ege Windpwr Winddir X Y
0 1 2.7 10 4 4

(a)
_________________________

Time X Y
0 4 4

1800 147.5 29.3
3600 291.1 54.6
5000 434.7 79.9

(b)

TABLE I
Input and output data of the simple model

E. Results
Tables (I.a) and (II.a) are drawn from the model (2)

�gure 4. They present the input data.
It is noticed, for table (II.a), that the fuzzy data (the

vegetation and the power wind) are printed in the form of
an interval [a, a = b, α, β] (see �gure 1). The approximate
speed of propagation (prC) is a model state value. The
tables (I.b) and (II.b) show the results of the simulation of
the model (4). It is noted that the outputs of the fuzzy mo-
del are fuzzy interval and that for the most possible values
the two results are the same. We can conclude from these



Time 0
V egetation [1, 0.6, 1.4]
Windpwr [2.7, 2.5, 2.9]
Winddir 10

X 4
Y 4

(a)

_____________________________
time x y

0 [4, 4, 4, 4] [4, 4, 4, 4]
1800 [147.5, 78.7, 231.8] [29.3, 17.1, 44.1]
3600 [291.1, 153.3, 459.6] [54.6, 30.3, 84.3]
5000 [434.7, 227.9, 687.4] [79.9, 43.4, 124.5]

(b)

TABLE II
Input and output data of the fuzzy model (with a = b)

results that simulation from the simple model (I) gives pre-
cise but surely erroneous results on the ground scale, the
results of table two (II), although they are vague, are likely
great to fall right or on a scenario which will occur.

VI. Conclusion and Remarks
In this paper we presented a part of our work on

fuzzy modeling; in particular our approach based on the
fuzzy arithmetic, the vertex method, and on the multi-
modeling and simulation at discrete event DEVS formal-
ism. Our approach makes it possible to take into ac-
count an uncertainty on the value of the parameters of
a model (X̃, Ỹ , S̃, t̃a, δ̃int, δ̃ext, λ̃) like on the parameters of
an event (time, value); it is based on no function of fuzzy-
�cation or de�zzy�cation, the data are directly modelled
and treated like fuzzy. The aim of this method is to help
the experts of a �eld, like the �remen for forest �res, to
specify in a simple way the behaviour of a complex system
with badly de�nite parameters.

The basic idea of our methodology is to make it possible
for the modeling specialist to specify parameters of fuzzy
models, using interval or linguistic variables. In order to
make the simulation of these data possible, a library of
fuzzy functions was added to DEVS formalism.

Although it is already exploitable, our method is always
in phase of research, development and validation. For its
improvement we work on several works, such as its integra-
tion in a speci�c environment allowing carrying out fuzzy
simulations. The use of a not dedicated environment lim-
its its exploitation possibilities. We showed that for the
moment it is not possible to simulate events at fuzzy time.
From this perspective an environment is under implemen-
tation progress, nd we work on the algorithms of fuzzy
simulation [23], [24].

On the level of the validation, we must prove that our
method is generic and usable in several �elds; the realiza-
tion of a wind model could be a �rst step. Lastly, it will be
also necessary to see how the �remen will be able to use it.
About this subject, we follow a project which aims at inte-
grating DEVS formalism and several modeling techniques
like the Multi-Agents Systems in a Geographic Information
System.
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